
1. May runs Word Saver, Inc., which is a business that helps  
 people by changing words. 
 INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY: If you were to start a business, what kind of business  
 would you like to run? Would you sell something or offer a service? Write a   
 paragraph about your business.

 GROUP ACTIVITY: With a group of 2-5 students, come up with a business idea  
 and name. Then create an advertisement for your business. This could be a TV  
 commercial, a poster, or any type of advertisement of your choice. 

2. May is always changing words by adding a letter or two.  
 Pretend you are May. What letter(s) could you add to   
 change one word into a new word?
 a) Try adding letters to change CAT, POT, or BIT into a different word.

  (Possible answers: CAT could become CART, CAST, SCAT, SCATTER,   
   CATASTROPHE; POT could become POST, POTATO, POTTY, PORT, PLOT, PILOT,
   SPOT, POSTAGE; BIT could become BITE, BRIGHT, BAIT, BUILT, BITTER)

b) Now pick a word of your own. What letters would you add to change 
  your word into a different word?

3. Stuart uses his lasso skills to help May. Pretend you are
 Stuart. What letter(s) could you take away to change one
 word into a new word?
 a) Try taking away letters to change ALPHABET or BOOKSHELF into a 
  different word.

  (Possible answers: ALPHABET could become BET, PET, APE, HAT; BOOKSHELF
   could become BOOK, SHELF, BOO, BOOS, OK, SHE, ELF)

 b) Now pick any word of your own (it helps if it is a long word). What letters
  could you take away to change your word into a different one?

4. Think about your own fi rst name. 
 a) What word(s) could you make by adding letters or taking letters away
  from your fi rst name? 
 b) What is the smallest number of letters you can add and/or take away 
  to make a new word out of your fi rst name?
 c) Try a and b again using your last name instead of your fi rst name.

5. Oh no! May dropped her bag of letters and T, A, R, S, P, C,
 and E fell out!

What words could you make with the dropped letters?
 (Possible answers: CAT, CART, CAST, PET, PEST, REST, TAR, STAR, SCAR, RAT)
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